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Abstract. An approach to solve an approximation problem by means of immune algorithm that is 
based on the principle of cooperation of population antibodies is offered. The formal description of 
structure of an antibody and ways of their association within the limits of a population in the 
computer network functioning as a unit is given. The way of antibodies estimation, that are considered 
as elements of a network, is proposed. Description of the training algorithm based on a principle of 
clonal selection is presented. The basic phases of functioning of the algorithm are considered, such 
as: growth of a network, mutation of cells, and network compression.  
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1. Introduction  
 
The basic feature of all existing for today population algorithms is the principle of competition of 
individuals inside of the population. The given principle is implemented due to selection of the best 
individuals, granting them this way an opportunity to be reproduced and, as a consequence, to pass 
into new generation. Competitive process, however, assumes necessity of coding within the limits of 
one individual solution of a problem entirely. Thus, the population consists of a set of alternative 
solutions which in the process of functioning of the algorithm undergo the changes directed to 
improvement of their quality. Immune algorithms are population algorithms [1]. They develop a 
population of individuals named as antibodies that are capable to distinguish intrusion of alien bodies 
named as antigens. One of possible applications of the immune algorithms are the problems of 
approximation in which each antibody of a population represents a full mathematical description of 
model of approximated data. During a competition and change of antibodies it is formed one or 
several best models that become a final solution to the approximation problem. To solve the same 
kind of problem in the given work it is offered to use a principle of cooperation of antibodies instead 
of their competition. In this case each antibody of a population is only a part of the solution or in a 
case of approximation problem – a part of a model. Within the limits of a population of antibodies 
they interact with each other in a certain way (cooperate) and form a structure, capable to solve the 
problems at a system level [2], i.e. at the level of all population instead of level of a separate 
individual.  
 

2. Problem statement  
 
The problem of model identification of nonlinear structure of the following kind is considered: 

( )nxxxfy ...,,, 21= , (1) 

for which dependence between inputs ix  and an output y  is presented in the form of the table of 

given experiments T: 
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where k  is a number of lines in the table. Both input and output stochastic processes can have 
arbitrary distribution, and exhibit nonstationary behavior. It means that problem statement is given in 
the most general form.  
 

3. Representation 
 
Relation (1) generally represents mathematical expression which can be written in the form of some  

formula. For example, we shall admit, that our object has three inputs ( )321 ,, xxx , and one output. 

We shall also admit that dependence between inputs of the object and its output can be described by 
means of the expression: 

33221112 xa)xaxa(ay ⋅⋅⋅⋅++++⋅⋅⋅⋅==== , (3) 

where 12321 a,a,a,a  are some constants which are carrying out function of factors. In this case the 

expression (3) can be represented in the form of the column given in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Representation of mathematical expression in the form of the column 
 

In terms of the theory of evolutionary algorithms such columns are referred to as genetic 
program. It contains vertices of two types:  

- terminal vertex – vertex which has no arches entering into it; such tops represent variable 
problems; 

- functional vertex – vertex which has both input, and processing arches; functional vertices 
contain signs of mathematical operations and functions. 

Each vertex can have a set of processing arches. The input arches can have only functional 
tops. The number of arches entering into vertex depends on the quantity of arguments of function 
which is represented with the vertex. As the majority of mathematical operations and functions are 
monadic or binary the most part of vertices will have one or two entering arches. Unlike classical 
representation of a genetic program, in the given work all column arches are weighed. One of the 
basic properties the column is that it does not contain cycles and can be always represented in the 
form of a tree. Let’s consider one more example of mathematical expression: 

( ) ( )2
'
21

'
1

'
1233221112123 )( xaxaaxaxaxaaay ⋅+⋅+⋅=  (4) 

The genetic program corresponding to expression (4) is shown in figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Columns of mathematical expression (genetic program), corresponding to expression (4) 
 

4. Coding of antibodies 
 
 Development of artificial immune systems starts with definition of the search space or space of 
forms. Each form is identified with an antibody of immune system and represents a line coding one 
possible solution of a problem. As a space of forms could be used binary, integer, material, symbolic 
space or their combinations. The method offered in given work, unlike classical approaches, uses the 
population coding of genetic programs instead of individual. Individual coding assumes representation 
of all genetic program in the form of a line within the limits of one antibody of a population. In 
population coding each antibody is only a part of the genetic program, i.e. the column or one unit of a 
tree of mathematical expression is coding one vertex. The set of terminal vertices of a column is not 
exposed to any changes during solution of a problem. Hence, the antibodies, coding functional 
vertices should make a population of immune algorithm only. Within the limits of the given work we 
shall be limited to consideration of monadic and binary mathematical operations and functions. In this 
case the line of an antibody can be presented as shown in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 4. The offered structure of an individual of immune algorithm population  

 
It is apparent from the figure, that antibody has mixed (integer and material) coding. The code 

of function and codes of units are represented by integers, and weights are real. The code of function 
is identified by its number or an index in a file of functions (functional set). The functional set (F) can 
contain any quantity of mathematical operations, functions and polynomials, i.e 

{ }...,2,1ln,tan,cos,sin,/,*,,, polypolyF −+= . Here as ...,2poly,1poly  we use, for example,  

Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomials: 21211211 ),( xxaxacxxf ++= 2
1221212 ),( xaxacxxf ++=  , etc. All 

vertices of the genetic program column are numbered. Numbers of vertices are assigned to arcs 
directed to the given vertex, and are stored in section of codes of descendants units of a given vertex. 
Owing to that all vertices could contain any quantity of processing arches at any connection of the 
given vertex to the column we shall not receive syntactically incorrect mathematical expression, even 
in the case of when codes of both units of descendants will appear equal. This important property the 
column during training allows us to provide a maximum freedom of evolution of a structure. 
 

5. Calculation of affinity 
 
 Any immune algorithm assumes presence of a population of antigens (AG) which will be 
distinguished by a population of antibodies (AB). In problems of a system model identification as a 
population of antigens is used the set (table) of experimental data lines T: 

kiTtAGAgtAg iiii ,1,,, =∈∈= . There is also an opportunity proposed in [4], that is in splitting of 

the experimental data table into subsets of lines as TTTAg iii ⊆= , , and generally 

ji AgAg ≠≠≠≠ , ∅∅∅∅≠≠≠≠∩∩∩∩ ji AgAg  at ji ≠ . The estimation of i-th  genetic program and j-th 

antigene is calculated as Euclidean distance. In given work as calculated affinity value we use a 
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degree of similarity instead of degree of complementary individuals. Therefore we introduce   
additional function of affinity (to keep a target direction of maximization of affinity) in the form of: 

E
aff D

f
+

=
1

1
. (6) 

As in the given work each antibody represents only a part of genetic program its affinity will be 
calculated on the basis of an estimation of the subgraph, formed by current vertex and its all 

descendants. Thus, values of function afff  change in an interval from 0 up to 1, i.e [ ]1,0: →ℜ+
afff . 

For management of sensitivity of antibodies the threshold of affinity (ε ) is introduced. The fact of 

recognition considers an antibody ABAbAb ii ∈,  of an antigen jAg , for which the value of 

affinity function is ε≥afff . Hence, the less is the value of the affinity threshold, the higher will be 

robustness of a system. The quantity of the antigens, distinguished by an antibody iAb , refers to as 

concentration of antigens and is designated as Ag
iν . For calculating the concentration we shall define 

function of linkage of an antibody to antigen as: 

[ ] [ ] { }1,01,01,0: →×b . (7) 

This function can accept only two values: 1 – linkage has occurred (an antigen is distinguished by an 
antibody) and 0 – linkage has not occurred (an antigen is not distinguished by an antibody). Using 

values of function afff  and the threshold ε , it is possible to represent function b in the form of the 

following parity: 
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Then value of concentration of an antigen for an antibody iAb  can be calculated so: 

∑∑∑∑
====

====
k

1j
ij

Ag
i bν . (9) 

where ijb  - value of function of linkage of an antibody iAb  with an antigen jAg . Stimulated the 

cell, at which is considered value 0>Ag
iν . 

Let's consider the fragment of a population represented in Fig. 5. Using (5) – (9) concentration 
Ag
3ν  can be presented parities as some composition of concentration Ag

1ν  and Ag
2ν , i.e. 

AgAgAg
213 ννν o= . In this case it is possible to allocate the following two cases of a parity of these 

three sizes. Case 1: ),max( 213
AgAgAg νν>ν  – an antibody 3Ab  has greater concentration of 

antigens in comparison with antibodies 1Ab  and 2Ab . Hence, from the point of view of the genetic 

program, introduction of unit 3Ab  improves approximation of dependence, approaching us to the  

problem solution. In this case the cell 3Ab  is stimulated and concentration of an antigen for it 

remains equal Ag
3ν . A variant 2 ),max( Ag

2
Ag

1
Ag
3 ννν ≤≤≤≤ . Here introduction of unit 3Ab  worsens 

or does not change approximation of expression from what follows, that the cell 3Ab  is not 

stimulated and its value Ag
3ν  is equated to 0. The algorithm of training uses the information on 

stimulated and not stimulated cells to increase or reduce the size of repertoir of antibodies. 
 

6. Algorithm of training 
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Generally at the beginning of training process the presence of only one antibody in a population of 
antibodies is supposed. During training the population of antibodies will be structured in the form of 
the column, similar to the column presented in figure 2. In a context of immune algorithms we shall 
name the given structure a functional network of antibodies (ФСА). As the basic properties of the 
given network it is possible to allocate the following: 1 – the growth of a network which is based a 
principle of clonal selection; 2 – the compression of a network based on destruction of not stimulated 
cells (apoptosis); 3 – evolution of adjustments and structures of the network, based on estimation 
mechanisms and somatic hypermutation. In general view the training algorithm can be described as 
follows. 

Step 1. Initialization. Creation of an initial population of antibodies AB. In the given work the 
initial population consists of one antibody, but initialization of a population of any predetermined size 
is possible. 

Step 2. Infecting (presence of antigens). For each antibody ABAbi ∈∈∈∈  on the basis of 

expression (6) is to be calculated the concentration of an antigens, Ag
iν . 

Step 3. Selection and cloning. Choose an antibody with the greatest value of concentration 
(the most stimulated cell), and clone the chosen antibody. Forming of both one, and several clones is 
possible. 

Step 4. Maturing of affinity. Subject to mutations all clones of the chosen cell with the 

intensity that is inversely proportional to their values of concentration, Ag
iν . During a mutation 

change a code of function and codes of the first and second descendants (evolution of structure of a 
network), and also the change of weights of the first and the second descendants (evolution of 
adjustments of a network) is possible. 

Step 5. Repeatedly calculate concentration of antibodies of a network, similarly to a step 2. 
Step 6. Compression of a network. Remove all cells of the network, which have value of 

concentration, Ag
iν , that is less or equal to some set threshold, Ag

minν , (removal of not stimulated 

cells). 
Step 7. Go to step 2, if the break condition is not satisfied. 

 
Growth of a network 
 
This process represents a choice and reproduction of the most stimulated cell of a population according to the  
principle of clonal selection. The choice of a cell for cloning occurs according to values of concentration of the 
antigens, calculated for all cells of a network. The cell with the highest concentration gets out for cloning. 
 
Hypermutation of cells 
 
The mutation plays an important role in forming of immune answer of system on influence of an 
antigen. Owing to the mechanism of a mutation there is an adaptation of structure of antibodies and, 
as consequence, increase in affinity of a population. In the given work intensity of a mutation depends 

on values of concentration, Agν , of antibodies of a network. The higher is the value of Agν , the less 
is intensity of a mutation. Any part of a line of an antibody can be subjected to a mutation. Intensity 
β  is understood as a quantity of elementary influences of the operator of a mutation on antibody Ab. 

Elementary influence is made under the scheme of the one-dot mutation offered in [Holland]. As the 
operator can influence any part of an antibody it can update not only weight characteristics of arches 
column AIS, but also mostly the structure of AIS. One more important fact is that in the given 
example the network, owing to a mutation, "has got rid" of the second output, having formed uniform 
structure. To avoid forming of a significant amount of outputs of a network, in an offered method the 
restriction is proposed according to which any functional vertex of a network can form a link only 
with terminal vertices or other functional vertices which do not have processing arches. 
 
Compression of a network 
 
Compression of a network means the process of destruction of not stimulated cells, leading to 
reduction of the network size. Consider the process of network compression on example (fig. 10). In 

this case the cell 2Ab  has concentration of antigens, 02 =Agν , i.e. it is not stimulated. 
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Fig. 10. The state of a network before compression. The antibody 2Ab  is not stimulated and 

should be removed from a network 
 

Removal of the vertex 2Ab  leads to forming of syntactically incorrect expression since an antibody 3Ab  does 

not receive the second argument for binary mathematical action – subtraction.  
 

7. Conclusions 
In the paper the approach to solution of the approximation problem by means of immune algorithm, 
based on the principle of cooperation of antibodies of a population, is offered. As a result we get a 
formal description of antibodies structure and ways of their association within the limits of a 
population in the functioning computer network. The way of estimation of antibodies as elements of a 
network is also considered. A description of the training algorithm based on a principle of clonal 
selection is resulted. Separately examples of basic phases of the algorithm are considered: growth of a 
network, a mutation of cells, compression of a network. Growth of a network is carried out due to 
selection and cloning of the best antibodies; the mutation of cells changes structure and adjustments of 
a network, and process of compression is provided by removal of not stimulated antibodies and results 
in reduction of the network size. This process plays exclusively important role, as owing to it the 
algorithm aspires to create solutions of minimal size. However removal even of one cell can 
essentially affect functioning of a network as a whole. Depending on position of the deleted cell, the 
given procedure can lead to strong redistribution of values of concentration of antigens among the 
remained antibodies. An analysis of the algorithm allows to tell, that it tends to delete only cells of top 
level, i.e. the networks closest to outputs and, hence, will not cause global reorganizations of structure. 
On the other hand it is possible to state with confidence, that process of compression allows a network 
to grow only aside increases in values of concentration of antigens, and the process of search initiated 
by clonal selection and a mutation, provides adding to a network of new cells consistently 
approaching a network to solution of a problem As the further research in this area it is possible to 
allocate to following directions: 

• implementation of some alternative ways of estimation of antibodies as elements of the 
uniform computing system; 

• further improvement of growth procedures and compression of a network; 
• search and elimination of superfluous parts of a network with the purpose of simplification of 

its structure. 
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